
Quiz and Assignment corrections  
 
*Note* The LATEST you can submit corrections for quizzes and assignments is in on the day of your unit test. If you’ve 
handed your assignment late, you’ve LOST the privilege to receive marks for doing corrections. Of course, you can still do 
them and hand them in for feedback, but I can’t give you bonus marks for late assignments OR late corrections. 
 
Steps:  
 

1) On a blank sheet of paper, write down the name of the quiz. 
2) Solve each question that you did not get full credit for. If you got partial credit, you only need to correct the part 

you didn’t receive credit for. Answer keys are posted online under “Handouts and Materials” in the appropriate 
unit folder. 

3) Write down a constructive reason why you didn’t get full credit for the questions you corrected. This is for ALL 
questions you didn’t get full credit for. 
 
Ex.  

Poor reason Constructive reason 

I didn’t study 
 
 

I didn’t study because I didn’t manage my time as well 
 

I am stupid I still don’t fully understand the difference between velocity and acceleration so I wasn’t sure 
how to approach this problem 

 
4) At the end of your corrections, write down a constructive improvement you will make for the next 

quiz/assignment. Read through all your reasons you wrote for each question to help you come up with this 
improvement. 
 
Ex. 

Poorly thought out 
improvement 

Constructive improvement 

I will manage my time 
better 
 

I will manage my time better by creating time in my schedule and following through 
with my plans by having my sibling/friend check my progress 

I will study harder I will do all the problems assigned, check the answer key if I’m on the right track, 
figure out my mistakes, and come to office hours if I’m really stuck. 

 
5) Make sure to staple and hand in your corrections along with your assignment/quiz. 

 
 
I check your corrections for the completeness and the quality of your reflection process. If any of those 2 characteristics 
are lacking, I will ask you to redo your corrections. For instance, if I find that your reasons and improvements are lacking 
in thought, I will ask you to redo your corrections. Bonus points are awarded for corrections that satisfy these 2 
characteristics.  
 
Completed and approved corrections are worth 20% on top of your quiz mark up to a maximum of a total score of 100%. 
Ex. Little Johnny got 85% on his quiz. Little Johnny submits corrections and gets a total of 100% for this quiz. 


